
Dr. Sherman died in an accident involving a linear particle accelerator and probably was not murdered 

 

-accelerators were discreetly distributed to various hospitals 

 

-a commericial model company called high voltage engineering in boston made about 10-12 

accelerators for high-tech purposes. 

 

One existed in NO in the 1960s but was not publicly known...polio vaccine developed from monkeys  

 

in 1959 Dr. Bernice Eddy (of NIH head of bio standards lab) discovered a cancer causing virus in the 

polio vaccine...she was closely associated with Dr. Sherman  

 

Ferry had a document in his apartment called “cancer causing viruse” (in book) 

 

* there were major problems withh the polio vaccine that nih didn’t want to inform the public about 

and they could remedy it using the accelerator... 

 

Dr. Ochsner was given the partical accelerator & head of the American cancer society and exposed 

LHO as a defector in the 8-21 debate... 

 

* since the book was published haslom knows the person who developed oschner’s machine 

 

1) no physical accomodations were made for patients 

2) surrounded by military security  

 

 * Haslom believes the accelerator was in the USPHS hospital building on Magazine Street 

1) its an allied government facility 

2)Ochner’s fbi file shows he was cleared by hoover to perform “sensitive position” for the us govn’t 
and the name of the agency for whom the work is done is not revealed in the file and this occured in 

Fall 1959. 

 

* in January 1993 haslom went to NO to aid with a Frontline Inv into LHO 

 

While standing outside 4709 Magazine street was about ½ block down from LHO’s Apartment 

 

1) request documents to identify where the acclerator was 

2) interview people involved In these projects 

 

 

The Clinton Incident: LHO went to Clinton, LA and attempted to get a job at the mental hospital and 

LHO arrived at a voter registration drive and was the only person in line who was not black * People 



in mental hospitals asscociated  
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